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A crucial part of this study involved in-depth case studies on ongoing large-scale development projects. Because of their frequently closed nature, a lot of effort was required to gain access to their networks and to build relationships of trust. The help of key informants was crucial. In Amsterdam these were Ben Teunissen, Robert Dijckmeester, Remko Schnieders and in a later stage Jaap Korf. These were all hard-working people who were willing to spend time outside their busy jobs to discuss my preliminary analyses and hypotheses and to give me access to the inner world of the Zuidas project. I received additional valuable support from Jan Stoutenbeek, Pi de Bruin, Douglas Grobbe and Jan Doets. Gregor Heemskerker and Han Joosten were perfect sparring partners in the critical discussion on the progress of the Zuidas project.

The international comparative nature of this research was made possible by two extensive periods of foreign fieldwork. First, during a two month period (November-December 2004), I was able to use the office and facilities of the Kgl. Veterinær- og Landbohøjskole (KVL), Center for Skov, Landskab og Planlægning (Royal Veterinary and Agriculture University, Centre for Forestry, Landscape Architecture and Urban Planning) in Copenhagen. I would like to express my gratitude to John Jorgensen of KVL and all the other charming people like Birte Munch Jensen and Høgni Kalsø Hansen who made my stay in Copenhagen so pleasant. A special word of thanks is also due to Jesper Buch Jakobsen from the city hall for sharing his network and Dan Christiansen for his time and very personal accounts about the origin of the project. Many others, like Anne-Grethe Foss, John Andersen, Kurt Bligaard Pedersen, Jan Liiliendahl Larsen, Lars Nielsen and David Rehling, gave very insightful interviews about the Ørestad project. All the respondent are mentioned in the Appendix. Laila Ruttel, a planning student from the University of Amsterdam who was at Roskilde University at the time played an important role as regards translations.
Less than half a year later (May-June 2005), I was able to carry out in-depth fieldwork on the Barcelona case thanks to a two month stay at the Institut ’d Estudis Territorials. I would like to express my sincere thanks to Francesc Carbonell who made this possible. During the fieldwork, Marc Pradel was an excellent translator of documents and a helpful source of ‘local knowledge’. A special word of thanks are due to Maria Buhigas, Marisol García, Marc Marti, Francesc Munoz, Antoni Ollé, Arturo Rodriguez and Miguel Sodupe for their help during the study period. A complete list of interviews conducted for this part of the study can again be found in the Appendix.

AMIDSt – the Amsterdam institute for Metropolitan and International Development Studies has proven to be a very ‘homey’ place for me. This was already the case when I was a graduate student there. It is impossible to acknowledge everybody here personally, but I would like to refer to some people who were very important to me. First of all my roommates Stefan Metaal, Marjolijn van der Klis and in the last period Thea Dukes. It was Stefan who introduced me to the research milieu, and helped me to acquire a totally refreshing perspective on office life, long before David Brent. Marjolijn facilitated a strong cultural change to the atmosphere in the room, with more personal talks and consideration for the ‘female side’ of things.
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